
Making Value Measurable

No customisation
required

Fast and efficient 
set up

Day one value 
creation

Suppeco leverages customer
supplier relationships to drive
service excellence, actionable
visibility, resilience, and
automated workflows, to
promote innovation and 
growth across the ecosystem 
& supply chain.

Suppeco is helping us see how all those
things are infinitely more achievable by
unlocking our supplier relationships and
exploring what we can do together to
deliver the business outcomes that we 
are all looking for.

Simon king, Head of Operations &
Supplier Management BAE Systems
Applied Intelligence

Infinite value creation Completely reciprocal

Drive collaborationIncrease mutual trust

 Increase automationBetter communication



3% - 10% savings annually
Live and frictionless collaboration
across every aspect of relationship
and performance monitoring on
Suppeco has been shown to unlock
an additional and incremental
saving of 3-10% annually. 

25% - 33% term value retention
Suppeco's structured approach to
relationship optimisation has been
shown to return as much as 33% in
value retention over term.

Our customers are organisations
whom appreciate the importance
of going beyond contract
performance. They require
substantially more than a
contracted profit margin. They
seek to drive exponential value
through the top line – a truly
reciprocal relationship, exploring
trust, value, innovation, enhanced
collaboration, shared R&D, shared
values, and thought leadership.

Our customers

The differentiator

 Structure within the
relationship space; an area that

lacked any measurability is now
manageable, structured &

supports repeatable, scalable &
substantive growth.

We help companies leverage the
intangible upside within their

supplier relationships. Data is a
vital part of measurability, but it

ages fast. We deliver live
interactive, measurable insights.

Transparent actionable visibility
across the supply chain enables
realtime tangible improvement,

substantially reducing time on
task & time to action.

We’ve created an unrivalled
frictionless environment for

collaboration at scale across
distributed multi-party

teams.
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